(9) Health
Hocks: The smooth, soft surface of the Triple Layer Mat is designed so that it does not grab or cause 		
		
friction when the cow movers her hocks across the mat. The smooth transition at all times means
		
healthier hocks.
Bacteria: The EVA Mat is a closed cell product. It is water and urine proof. Bacteria cannot harbor in the 		
		
mat. This will result in a lower cell count and less mastitis.
Dryer: The EVA Mat is waterproof, therefore, it will be a dryer mat. Cows will lay on dry surfaces longer
		
than on wet or damp surfaces. The longer the cow rests, the healthier the animal will be.
		
All the above facts lead to healthier and more productive cows.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
-Please Double Check All Measurements Before CuttingStep (1)
Make sure the cow beds (concrete) are level and sloped. The concrete surface must be free of
		
stones, dirt, manure and as dry as possible.
Step (2)
You must keep 2” of space between the EVA Mats, 2 1/2” of space to the back of the concrete 		
		
beds, and 1” to 2” of space between EVA Mat and any foreign object.
Step (3)
With a 3/16” masonry bit, drill through the mat into the concrete at measured marks at the
		
top of the mat (see diagram below).
Step (4)
Place a 1/4” x 2 1/4” tapcon into 1 1/4” x 1/4” fender washer and drive into place with 5/16” nut
		
driver. Snug down until you see a slight indentation (see diagram below). Move on to next mat.

Make your first 2 marks 4” down
and 4” in on the top corners of the mat

3.5” gap at rear and
front for easier
maintenance
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Make your next two marks equal
distance between corners
2” allowed for expansion
between mats

2 1/2” space between end of bed
and back of mat
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Leave a 2” space between
any foreign object, curb, side
wall, pipes, etc.
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One Man Installation - Weighs 31 lbs - Easy To Handle - Easy To Cut
Fastens Down With 4 Tapcons Across Top Of Mat - No Top Cover
Reversible - Easy To Take Out & Put In - Closed Cell
Manure, Urine & Water Proof - Will Not Harbor Bacteria
Durable & Comfortable - Healthier - Safer - Insulation Value - Little
Maintenance - Very Affordable - Warranteed

To serve you better

The Triple Layer EVA Mat is an air impregnated
vinyl product. Vinyl is a very durable product and
when impregnated by air it becomes soft. The
lower the density, the softer the mat will become.
Vinyl is also less abrasive than most other
products, and will result in healthier
hocks for your cows
This mat is designed to use very
little bedding. Spread a small amount of
kiln dried sawdust, chopped straw, paper,
or lime at the bottom of the mat for best
Clover design
results. Any abrasive products such as,
will help
retain bedding.
sand or green saw dust is not recommended.
55 Density
60 Density
65 Density
This mat has a ribbed bottom, allowing moisture
to drain out by eliminating vacuum pockets under
your bed. The ribbed bottom also adds stability to
growth, and grabs the concrete surface.

The top two layers are designed for cow comfort, health and safety. The 55 density top
layer and 60 density middle layer provides the soft comfortable surface for your cows,
and will not absorb moisture or cause a slippery surface.
The bottom layer is designed to control the expansion and contraction as well as to wear
better on the concrete floor.
The Triple Layer Mat does not need a top cover. The mats are a single unit system. The
advantage of a single unit system is that installation is convenient. Bedding use and cost
are lowered. Overall maintenance is limited to trimming at the back of the mat by your
alley or gutters.
The Triple Layer Mat will not get harder over time. It will expand slightly over the course
of the first year and maintained properly will serve you and your cows for years to come.

Why Choose Triple Layer EVA Air Beds For Your Cows?
(1) Insulation Value
EVA has an R40 insulation value. The closed cell product protects against the cold transferring from the
concrete to the cows body in the winter months, and the heat transfers in the warmer months. Rubber
products promote the cold transfer in the winter months, and heat transfer in the warmers months.
(2) Water Resistant
Even some rubber products will absorb water over time. Rubber products can gain as much as 5% - 10% 		
over the course of one week when subject to total immersion. EVA will not absorb water and as a result 		
gives you the maximum benefit regarding bacteria growth and cell counts. EVA will not absorb water, urine,
or moisture from manure. This gives the maximum protection from bacteria growth, and will keep lower
cell counts.
(3) Easier Handling
An EVA mat weighs approximately 31 lbs. and will give you the same protection from the concrete that a
125 lb. heavy rubber mat provides.
(4) Ease of Installation
Our EVA mat is one of the fastest and easiest mats to install. This means that you can install mats between
group changes or between milkings. One man can easily install these mats in minutes. Gone are the long
disruptive installs of mattress systems or waterbeds. No more top covers to contend with. Our 46”x72” easy
to trim mats are designed for easy installation. Less work and cost are good reasons to consider our
warranteed mats.
(5) Affordable
Whether ordering one hundred Eva Mats or simply one mat, we assure you that we will be competitive. Our
price per cow is lower than mattress, or water bed systems, and we are very competitive when it comes to other
comparable mats. Due to the fact that less bedding should be used, and comfort, health, safety, and durability
are a big part of this product, payback on these mats should be in three years. This truly is the mat that keeps
on giving.
(6) Virtually No Maintenance
You must ensure that the triple layer EVA Mat is installed correctly. Correct installation reduces
maintenance. If installed correctly, your maintenance should be limited to trimming at the back of the mat
by the alley or gutters.
(7) Warranty
Our EVA Mat has a 5 year warranty, 3 years unconditional and 2 years prorated, in both tiestall or
freestall applications.
(8) Comfort
Our EVA Mat was designed with cow comfort in mind. The Triple Layer design gives you a sturdy and
more durable bottom layer. The top two layers are designed for ultimate cow comfort. The Triple Layer mat is
virtually non-abrasive which adds to the comfort of this mat.

